Background: Urinary tract infection (UTI) is one of the most common bacterial infections of early childhood, and many febrile children require a urine sample to diagnose or exclude UTI. Collecting urine from a young pre-continent child however is challenging. Collection attempts are often time-consuming or unsuccessful and samples can be contaminated. The costs of collecting urine to evaluate UTI in pre-continent children presenting to hospital are not known.
Objective: To determine the costs and cost effectiveness of commonly used urine collection methods, including non-invasive (urine bag, clean catch, 5 minute voiding stimulation for clean catch) and invasive (urethral catheterization, suprapubic aspirate) methods, for children aged 0-24 months in the Emergency Department.
Methods: A probabilistic decision analytic model was used to synthesise data from published local studies and international literature using an Australian healthcare system perspective. Model inputs were validated by surveying 20 expert clinicians. Cost analysis for each method was performed using process mapping to record resource use. For each method we derived the costs of the initial collection attempt including equipment, staff time and hospital bed occupancy (phase 1), and if the initial attempt was unsuccessful to obtain a urine sample by catheter (phase 2). We then derived the costs of collecting an ultimately definitive sample incorporating the progressive dipstick, culture results and rate of contamination to reach a conclusive clinical decision (phase 3). To determine the robustness of model assumptions and account for uncertainty in parameter values, we performed deterministic sensitivity and counterfactual analyses, based on variables likely to have a significant impact on the model conclusions.
Results: Catheterization is likely to be the most cost-effective method for initial urine sample collection attempts. Catheterization also had the lowest costs for obtaining a definitive sample. For non-invasive methods, 5 minute voiding stimulation was the most cost-effective for initial collection attempts, and the lowest cost to obtain a definitive sample. Urine bags were the least costeffective method with the highest costs for obtaining a definitive sample.
Conclusion: From a healthcare system costs perspective, catheterization is the favoured method of urine collection from young children. If invasive sample collection is not suitable, 5 minute voiding stimulation is the favoured non-invasive method. Urine bags are the most costly of all collection methods. While other clinical factors influence the choice of urine collection method, considering the costs and cost-effectiveness of this common paediatric procedure has the potential for aggregate health service savings. 
